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Student Name________________________________________________________________

CHURCH HISTORY II
CHAPTER 1
EUROPE IN THE MODERN ERA
1.

What movement was prominent as a mystical group during the seventeenth
century? ____________________________________

2.

Who was the originator of the group?____________________________________

3.

What motivated him to start preaching?__________________________________

4.

How long did his itinerant preaching last?________________________________

5.

After its organization in 1660 it spread rapidly from England to what continents?
__________________________________________________________________

6.

Who founded a haven for them in Pennsylvania? __________________________

7.

What did the Quakers emphasize most in their belief? _____________________
_________________________________________

8.

They believed in separation of _____________________ and ________________
and did not practice the _____________________, take _________________ and
did not do _____________________ service.

9.

There are well over how many Quakers or “Friends” in the world today?
_____________________________

10.

How many in the United States? ________________________

11.

Well over 40,000 live where? __________________________

12.

Who founded the New Jerusalem Church? _______________________________

13.

He claimed to have a revelation that enabled him to do what? ________________
__________________________________________________________________

14.

He seemed to have denied the ___________________________ the ___________
____________________ and the ________________________________.

15.

According to current reports the New Jerusalem Church has shrunk to
_________________ worldwide.
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16.

There was an extreme mystical reaction within the Romanism dogma known as
what? __________________________

17.

Who were the three leading quietism writers? ____________________________
__________________________________________________________________

18.

In the seventeenth century there was an evangelical corrective to the cold
orthodoxy Lutheran Church; what was it called? __________________________

19.

Who were the great leaders of the German Pietism? ________________________
_________________________

20.

Who founded one of the more important rationalistic movements of the
seventeenth century? ________________________________________________

21.

After two generations of success in Poland who broke up the Socinian
Movement? _____________________________

22.

Who was responsible for developing the view that the sun instead of the earth was
the center of the universe? ______________________________

23.

Who trained the telescope on the heavens to support Copernicus’ view?
___________________________

24.

Who furnished the principle that the law of gravity held the universe together and
function as it did? ________________________________

25.

Who helped to lay the foundation for rationalistic higher criticism of the bible?
___________________________________

26.

Who had a direct influence on the establishment of the Methodist movement?
__________________________________

27.

Who founded the Methodist movement? ________________________________
_________________________________________

28.

The Nineteenth Century has been called the “Great Century of Protestant
____________________________________.”

29.

What actually brought about the drastic change the way men lived? ___________
__________________________________________________________________

30.

What were the names of the two books Darwin published that helped to accept the
concept of evolution? _________________________ and ___________________
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31.

Attacking higher criticism were scholars such as (1) _______________________
(2) ___________________________ (3) ________________________________

32.

Who organized the Salvation Army? __________________________

33.

Who started the Y. M. C. A.? ______________________________

34.

Who were the two men that started evangelizing the unchurched masses?
___________________________ and ________________________

CHAPTER 2
THE CHURCH IN AMERICA
1.

When Columbus sailed Westward in 1492, he hoped to discover wealth to finance
a crusade against who? ___________________________

2.

Columbus and who agreed that measures should be taken to protect, convert, and
civilize the Indians? _____________________________

3.

Universities were set up in Mexico and Lima in what year? __________________

4.

Shortly after Luther’s death the Spanish settled in ____________________ and
then advanced into ____________________ and _____________________.

5.

The French became interest in North America but did not establish a permanent
Colony until ____________________ in ______________________.

6.

At ___________________ in ______________ the English established their first
successful colony.

7.

The “__________________” and the Pilgrims landed at ____________________
_________________________ introducing ___________________________ to
New England in 1620.

8.

Roger Williams moved to ______________________ where ________________
churches were started.

9.

In 1623 New Amsterdam was founded on _______________________________.

10.

In 1636-1702, the Puritans launched ________________ and ________________.

11.

In 1693 the Anglicans charted ______________________________________ in
_______________________________________.
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12.

By 1760 there were about ________________________ people in the Colonies of
which about ________________________ were foreign born.

13.

There was so much ________________________________ among the churches
that one after another the _____________________ of _____________________
establishments ________________________.

14.

The last to go was the Congregationalism in _______________________,
___________________________ and _________________________.

15.

One of the greatest Presbyterian patriots was _____________________________.

16.

He was the only ________________________ to sign the ___________________
____________________________.

17.

The Revolution brought about __________________ of __________________
between
many
religious
bodies
in
__________________
and
_________________.

18.

The Great Awakening began with __________________________________
preaching among the _________________________ of New Jersey in the 1720’s.

19.

There were four colleges to rise from the Great Awakening: they are
____________________, ___________________, _____________________ and
____________________.

20.

During the Revolutionary War the _________________ took their spite out on the
houses of ________________ using them for ___________________________
and storage for _________________________.

21.

The war took a toll on churches and of a population of five million the U.S. had
_______________________ drunkards and buried about ___________________.

22.

Little could be said of these times only that _______________ was not through
with the ____________________________ yet.

23.

Help is on the way; ________________________________ broke out in the early
__________________.

24.

Isaac Backus called for a ______________________________________ starting
the first Tuesday in ___________________________.

25.

The ________________________ inaugurated the ______________________ to
which ________________________ came from far and near.
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26.

One of the greatest camp meetings took place at __________________________
in 1801 where ________________________ gathered in August.

27.

The mid-week _______________________ and ______________________
became common features of _________________________.

28.

Out of the Oberlin School came the _________________ and ________________
churches.

29.

Who was the first President of the American Anti-Slavery Society?____________
_____________________.

30.

There were social concerns plaguing the society during the Nineteenth Century
and one of the first to be dealt with was __________________________.

31.

In 1836 two nationwide organizations merged to form the ___________________
___________________________________.

32.

The Mormon movement came into being in _________________.

33.

The Seven Day Adventists started a movement in _____________.

34.

Spiritualism started organizing in ________________.

35.

Jehovah Witnesses came into being in _______________.

36.

Christian Science was established in ________________.

CHAPTER 3
THE PRESENT SITUATION
1.

Christianity is still a minority faith in 1985.

True

or

False

2.

Christianity is no longer under assault.

True

or

False

3.

Jesus never promised His church would be immune from attack.
True or

False

4.

Communism has engulfed some 1.6 billion people out of a total world population
of 4.7 billion.
True or
False

5.

The true Church is largely underground in all Communist countries.
True or
False
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6.

The K.G.B. agents have posed as Bible smugglers to ferret out Christians.
True or
False

7.

It is common in Russia for Christians to be accused of having ________________
and put in __________________.

8.

Christians and other dissidents have provided some of the _________________
labor that built the gas pipeline from _____________ to ____________________.

9.

Recently, bibles placed in Israeli hotels by the Gideons were _________________
and ____________________.

10.

A third threat to Christianity is the _______________ and __________________
____________________ and _____________________.

11.

In the United States _____________________________ spreads more rapidly
among the unsophisticated.

12.

_________________________ has gained also in the _____________________
especially but also among all classes in various parts of the country and
_______________________.

13.

The fourth great threat to the church is a social assault being _________________
__________________.

14.

In ___________ the World
_______________________.

15.

The ____________________ and the ____________________________
generally have not become involved in the _______________________________.
The Reverend Jerry Falwell of Lynchburg, Virginia, has formed what is know as
“________________________________________________” movement.

16.

Council

of

Churches

was

formed

at

17.

The Moral Majority has enlisted ____________________________members
including _________________________________.

18.

The Moral Majority has sought to engage in ____________________ action in a
__________________________________________________________.

19.

The movement opposes ________________________________ and moral
relativism, wants to restore the ________________________________, seeks to
wage war against ______________________________________________ and
_________________________________, and firmly supports a strong national
______________________ and the state of ______________________________.

20.

There was a strong hope that all the churches might eventually get together, as
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_____________________________ launched an __________________________
______________________________________________.
21.

Twenty years after Vatican II the Catholic services are conducted in the
_____________________ of the _____________________.

22.

Enrollment in Catholic seminaries in the United States has dropped from
_________________ to _________________ in the last _________________
decades.

23.

Roman Catholics refuse to ordain ___________________________ to the
priesthood.

24.

The “electronic church,” ______________________________ reaches millions of
viewers every week.

25.

In 1980 Christian radio and ____________________ stations ________________
were said to number ______________________.

26.

Religious T.V. is making a significant impact in _____________________, where
over _____________________ have color T.V.

27.

The Gideons give out a ______________ or Testaments every _______________.

28.

In Russia it is estimated that there are some ______________________Christians
of all varieties.
In ____________________ five large churches have opened up in ____________
and all have over ______________________ in attendance.

29.

30.

In Communist Vietnam as of 1983 there are estimated _____________________
in the evangelical church of the south but only _________________ or less in the
_________________________.

31.

The most difficult task for the Missionaries today is establishing churches in the
_____________________________.

32.

The Christians now constitute about ____________________ of the population of
________________________ in South Korea.

33.

One estimates that _________________ new churches are formed every day in
Korea.

34.

In Japan there are only about _______________________ baptized Christians in a
population of ________________________.

35.

A tabulation completed in 1978 reported that ______________________
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American Catholics were _________________________.
36.

In 1978 there were 3.2 million _____________________ Pentecostals in the
_____________________.

37.

“Jews for Jesus” was founded in 1973 and maintains its headquarters in
_________________________________.

38.

Jews for Jesus is the largest ______________________ mission to the Jews and
currently has over 100 ______________________ on its staff.

39.

The world is in dire need physically and its ______________________________
need is even _________________________.

40.

The church utters a __________________ sound instead of a ________________
and _____________________ voice to a confused and dying world.

41.

It is time for the church of Jesus Christ __________________________________
________________________________.

42.

The “Oneness” people claim they evolved from Martin Luther.
False

43.

The Apostolic people deny the Trinity doctrine.

True or

False

True

or

